Charleston 6, N.C. Central 1

**Singles competition**
1. Juan Estevarena (COFCM) def. CUCALON,Gabriel (NCCU) 7-6 (7-4), 3-6, 6-3
2. Benedikt Henning (COFCM) def. KONTOPOULOS,Theo (NCCU) 7-6 (7-4), 7-6 (9-7)
3. Vasily Kichigin (COFCM) def. KONOVAIOV,Maksym (NCCU) 7-5, 6-4
4. CALLEGARI,Davide (NCCU) def. Rodrigo Encinas (COFCM) 6-4, 6-3
5. Ryan Khan (COFCM) def. BROMLEY,Sebastian (NCCU) 7-5, 6-0
6. Fernando Lascurian (COFCM) def. CAMPBELL,Brooks (NCCU) 4-6, 7-6 (7-3), 11-9

**Doubles competition**
1. Juan Estevarena/Rodrigo Encinas (COFCM) def. CUCALON,Gabriel/KONOVAIOV,Maksym (NCCU) 7-6 (9-7)
2. Benedikt Henning/Easton Thomas (COFCM) def. JUEZ TORRES,Pablo/CALLEGARI,Davide (NCCU) 7-5

Match Notes:
Charleston 1-0
N.C. Central 0-3
Order of finish: Doubles (3,2,1); Singles (5,3,4,2,1,6)
T-5:10  A-29